NOTES:
1. PARTS WITH (*) ARE RoHS CERTIFIED.
2. ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES [MILLIMETERS].

SF200-0AG-3.5VF* AQUA GREEN 15 3.5 525*
SF200-0CW-03.6F COOL WHITE 15 3.5 7000K
SF200-0PB-3.6F SUPER BLUE 15 3.5 470
SF200-OUR-002F* ULTRA RED 20 2 660*

LEDTRONICS PART NO. COLOR EMITTED

SEt ma READ Volts λp nm

ELECTRICAL TEST

REVISION NOTIFICATION

□ PMA
□ UL
□ MADE IN USA
□ CUSTOMER
□ OTHER

RoHS COMPLIANT
2002/95/EC